USS Seleya - Stardate 9907.18

Host Cheryl says:
Seleya is involved in an encounter between Dyadra, an Ainmiran survivor from a sleeper ship, and "new" Ainmirans, who regard Dyadra as a criminal responsible for the hardships of their ancestors.  Dyadra's ship is on the Seleya, and being investigated by a team from Seleya.  Dyadra and the new Ainmirans are about to meet

Dyadra says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Seleya Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Dyadra says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Seleya Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

CEO_Bolitho says:
::turns on his heel, shaking his head, wondering what now as he makes his way towards the conference room::

OPS_Jean says:
:: In Captain's Chair ::

CO_Pang says:
::making her way down to the Main Cargo Bay ..... intrigued::

SO_Interim says:
::in Stasis vessel ::

CMO_Viper says:
::accessing medical computers::

Imorst says:
::taps foot impatiently in the Conference Room

SO_Interim says:
::setting up data feed equipment ::

Dak says:
::shifting restlessly in the chair::

OPS_Jean says:
CSO : Any new information coming from the probe ?

CSO_Masters says:
::in OL with Dyadra:: Dyadra: We may proceed to the conference room now

CEO_Bolitho says:
::arrives at the conference room, checks his appearance and pulls down the front of his uniform jacket before entering the room::

CMO_Viper says:
::in small room with computer onboard stasis vessel waiting for other crew members::

Dyadra says:
::looks at Masters::  CSO:  I do wish to meet with them; let us proceed  ::stands::

Imorst says:
::begins wandering the room in circles::  CEO: Where is that Captain of yours and that...  ::pauses:: woman from the sleep ship?

CO_Pang says:
*CSO/CEO*: I will be unable to join you for your meeting .... just sort it out please!

Dak says:
Imorst: I don't like this.

SO_Interim says:
::begins mapping the symbology on the walls ::

CSO_Masters says:
*CO* Aye sir

CSO_Masters says:
::opens to door and escorts Dyadra to CR2::

CO_Pang says:
*CMO* I am on my way .... I hope you have had time to find something in all the time you have been in that ship?

Imorst says:
Dak:  Do you think they are trying to sneak her off ship or something?  ::looks at Dak accusingly::

CEO_Bolitho says:
*CO: yes Captain ::turns round to look at the three delegates:: My name is Lt. Bolitho I hope we can clear up this misunderstanding

Imorst says:
Dak:  I don't believe that Captain would do that to us

SO_Interim says:
*OPS* I am getting ready to send you a 360 Degree map of the vessels walls , perhaps with more data the computer can now decipher them

CMO_Viper says:
*CO*: Don't worry, I've got lots to tell you.

OPS_Jean says:
*SO* : Acknowledged

Dyadra says:
::arrives at the conference room with Masters, and smiles::  Masters:  I am ready.

CSO_Masters says:
::on the way to CR2:: Dyadra: Do you still sense anger?

CO_Pang says:
::takes the TL to the appropriate deck .... wondering if she should be in the meeting ... or where she should be ..... but she is intrigued and has to follow her hunch::

Dak says:
Imorst: I hope not.:: thinks he should have stayed home with his wife this morning::

SO_Interim says:
*OPS* Inform me when you are ready

Imorst says:
::is angered at the lack of a response from the CEO at his earlier question::

CSO_Masters says:
::pulls seat out for Dyadra::

CO_Pang says:
::nods at the Security Guard as he allows her access to the Main Cargo Bay::

OPS_Jean says:
*SO* : You can send the data directly to astrometrics

Imorst says:
Dak:  Some diplomatic mission this is...

CMO_Viper says:
::hears someone::  Someone:  Hello?!

Dyadra says:
Masters:  I do, but I can diffuse their anger, I am sure.  ::enters the conference room and does not sit, but turns to face her people::

OPS_Jean says:
*SO* : The line feed is ready 

SO_Interim says:
::nods and keys transmission of the images ::; *OPS * Sending now

CEO_Bolitho says:
Imorst: I believe your heard the communiqué, the Captain is temporarily unavailable, I'm afraid you will have to settle for me ::smiles diplomatically::

Imorst says:
::sees the *woman* enter and does everything possible from exploding::

CMO_Viper says:
SO:  Hello, is that you?

Dak says:
::looks disgustingly at the criminal::

OPS_Jean says:
:: Scanning enemy ships - Scanning internal power grid ::

Imorst says:
Dyadra:  ~~~~You will pay~~~~

Dyadra says:
::greets Bolitho::  CEO:  Greetings.  Forgive me, but I am anxious to speak with my people.  ::turns to them, waiting to be presented::

OPS_Jean says:
:: Running level diagnostics on Tactical systems - Maintaining Yellow alert ::

Dyadra says:
::senses anger::

Imorst says:
::takes the nearest seat::

CEO_Bolitho says:
::nods to Commander and Dyadra:: Dyadra: By all means Ma'am

OPS_Jean says:
:: scanning for asteroids - correcting position ::

Dak says:
::checks to make sure the knife is still in his boot::

CO_Pang says:
::inputs the appropriate codes to get herself beyond the containment field .... and, after re-instituting  them - climbs aboard the sleepship::

CMO_Viper says:
::senses intense anger::

CO_Pang says:
CMO/SO: So what have you found?

OPS_Jean says:
:: Notices access to Biohazard area ::

CEO_Bolitho says:
::notices one of the Ainmirans patting his boot and frowns to himself::

Imorst says:
CEO:  Sorry our other colleague couldn't attend but she had duties aboard her ship

OPS_Jean says:
*CO* : Captain, please proceed with caution

CMO_Viper says:
CO: Oh, hello.  I've got some information you might be interested in.

CO_Pang says:
*OPS* I am aboard the alien ship ....

SO_Interim says:
*OPS* Any Results from the computer on the glyphs ?

CEO_Bolitho says:
Imorst: that’s perfectly acceptable.

CO_Pang says:
CMO: And that is?

Dyadra says:
::turns to the Ainmirans and holds out her hands::  My people:  I am thrilled to see that you have survived.  But you are angry, and I need to understand......

CEO_Bolitho says:
Imorst: shall we all have a seat and get this started?

OPS_Jean says:
:: Sending a security officer to escort the captain ::

Imorst says:
CEO:  Shall we get to the point of this meeting... then we will return her for punishment?

Imorst says:
CEO: Yes, sounds acceptable.  ::motions to Dak to sit::

CMO_Viper says:
CO: Well it seems that there will be ships sent after Dyadra.  And if I am right they are already here.  I can sense something.

OPS_Jean says:
:: Receiving data from the probe - maintaining standard orbit ::

Dyadra says:
::is confused::  You speak of punishment.  Explain.

CO_Pang says:
::hunkers down in the limited space ... noticing SO Interim hard at work and waits for the CMO's answer::

Dak says:
::decide to let Imorst handle things and sits down beside Imorst::

CO_Pang says:
CMO: What can you sense? You are part betazoid I believe?

CEO_Bolitho says:
::nods as he sits down motioning to Dyadra to do the same::

Dyadra says:
::tries to sort through the emotions she is receiving, but is finding it difficult::

Dyadra says:
::takes the offered seat::

CMO_Viper says:
CO: True.  I feel intense anger but I don't know where it is coming from.

CO_Pang says:
::looks around at the glowing symbols on the walls .... and wonders::

SO_Interim says:
*OPS* Any response from the computer in translating the glyphs ?

Imorst says:
::stands again::  Dyadra:  Don't you act like you are unaware!   You and your kind abandoned us long ago to save yourselves and let the rest of us die or suffer harshly!

OPS_Jean says:
:: Updating tactical analysis - running corrective procedure power couplings - maintaining biohazard procedure ::

CEO_Bolitho says:
Imorst: May I make a suggestion, I would first off like you to tell us what charges Dyadra is accused off then we can hear Dyadra story, just to get the ball rolling

SO_Interim says:
CO: I have sent the glyphs to the computer and am awaiting results now

Dyadra says:
Imorst:  My mind is open to you.  My thoughts as well.  Sense them, and know the truth of what the past held.

OPS_Jean says:
*SO* : The computer is now able to translate perfectly the language

CO_Pang says:
CMO: Can you ignore that and concentrate on what might be here?  I think the Ainmirans may be generating that anger .... they were certainly uptight when I talked with them

SO_Interim says:
*OPS* Thank you , could you send the data to my Padd?

Dyadra says:
::opens her mind::  Imorst and Dak:  Do you sense any of what I know?  Then you know your anger is mistaken.

CMO_Viper says:
CO: Sure.  Is there anything in particular you wanted to know?

Dak says:
Dyadra: ~~~~~~~~You cannot manipulate me woman~~~~~~~~~

CO_Pang says:
SO: Ensign ... are you any further in your analysis of these symbols?

OPS_Jean says:
*SO* : I'm decoding the glyphs right now. An image have been generated in astrometrics. I'M sending the data to your PADD right now :: Sending preliminary data ::

SO_Interim says:
*OPS* Thank you

CO_Pang says:
CMO: I want to know everything! ... but anything is useful

Imorst says:
Dyadra:  Open to you?  Never, you are trying to muddle our thoughts!  We have heard of your powers!  ::sits::

SO_Interim says:
CO: Here is what we have so far :: shows her the Padd::

CO_Pang says:
::studies the Padd ::

OPS_Jean says:
:: Decoding - trying to find meaning to unusual glyphs ::

Dyadra says:
::shakes head::  Dak/Imorst:  Let us speak openly, so that these will hear us.  They cannot speak telepathically.  But you know that my thoughts speak the truth, regardless of the lies you have come to believe.

SO_Interim says:
:::looks over contents of padd as he holds the padd upside down towards her ::

CEO_Bolitho says:
::watches the two Ainmirans carefully ::

OPS_Jean says:
:: the stories are partially decoded - big holes in each stories because of unusual glyphs ::

Imorst says:
CEO: Several hundred years ago, her kind left us to suffer on Ainmar while the *high* priests escaped into space to safety.

SO_Interim says:
CO: Hmmmmmm, seems like these over here open a cabinet that is important

CO_Pang says:
CMO/SO:  I think the UT will have trouble .... how about we just do legwork .... I will start at that end and press symbols ... you two record what happens!

SO_Interim says:
::walks over to symbols::

CMO_Viper says:
CO: Well, Dyadra's people were forced to leave many , many years ago, due to problems with another species.  It's not very detailed but I think they split up.

OPS_Jean says:
:: Probably glyphs that represent a whole story in itself ::

CEO_Bolitho says:
::nods at Imorst hearing his words:: Dyadra: why did you go up into space?

CO_Pang says:
::goes to top right and carefully puts a finger on one symbol::

SO_Interim says:
::presses symbols in a certain order ::

Imorst says:
CEO:  We have passed the story down from generation to generation

CO_Pang says:
SO: I will do the pressing! you record and analyse ... you are better at that than I am

OPS_Jean says:
:: Correcting position ::

SO_Interim says:
CO: Aye, sir

SO_Interim says:
::goes to recording equipment ::

CO_Pang says:
::presses the next one to the left ... the writing seems to go right to left::

OPS_Jean says:
:: Updating situation report - Maintaining Yellow Alert status ::

CSO_Masters says:
Imorst: It is possible that a story surviving several hundred years could have changed some

Dyadra says:
Imorst:  You were not left to suffer; we had hoped to shield you as well.  The vessels were a last resort, a "note in the bottle", as it were, so that if the worst came to pass, and our world were destroyed, the history, the memory of our people, would not be forgotten...

Dyadra says:
::is puzzled as to how to convince her people of that::

CEO_Bolitho says:
Imorst: Stores passed from generation to generation lose their accuracy

CO_Pang says:
::since nothing nasty has happened ... continues along the top row ... glancing at the CMO and SO for confirmation::

OPS_Jean says:
:: receiving data from the Probe ::

Dak says:
::thinks how ridiculous all this is::

SO_Interim says:
::watching the imager ::

CEO_Bolitho says:
Dyadra: So your in actual fact were the keeper of your world histories?

Imorst says:
CSO:  Not likely in a case as serious as this.  ::looks narrowly::  Are you suggesting our memories are clouded?

Dyadra says:
ACTION:  Pang hits the right combination of buttons, and the ship comes to life; consoles phase into view around the compartment

OPS_Jean says:
:: Updating stellar cartography database with the new data - Mapping completed - starting geologic scans ::

OPS_Jean says:
:; Noticing power generation source ::

CO_Pang says:
::steps back as something happens:: CMO/SO: OK ... where did we get to?

SO_Interim says:
::REB::

CSO_Masters says:
Imorst: I was merely making an observation, take it as you will

Dyadra says:
::nods at Bolitho::  I was the keeper of a portion of it.  I would have stayed on the planet, had I been given a choice

CMO_Viper says:
::hears Dyadra's thoughts for a second but blocks them off  instead of eavesdropping::

Imorst says:
Dak:  Does this priestess expect us to believe anything she says?

OPS_Jean says:
:: recalibrating Biohazard force fields ::

OPS_Jean says:
*CO* : Captain, are you all right ?

SO_Interim says:
CO: I am reading much higher power levels as well as the obvious

CO_Pang says:
*Bridge* We seem to have started something on the sleepship .... ensure the forcefields are at  maximum please!

CEO_Bolitho says:
Dyadra: when was your ship supposed to wake you from your stasis sleep?

Imorst says:
::snorts at Dyadras words::  Dyadra:  Nice words to say now that you are looking in hindsight!

Dyadra says:
Imorst:  My thoughts do not convince you.  What will?

Dak says:
Imorst: I think she is saying our ancestors lied about what happened:: looks at Dyadra::

OPS_Jean says:
*CO*: Aye aye sir

SO_Interim says:
CO: Perhaps we should record the faces of the consoles ?

OPS_Jean says:
:: Preparing to evacuate the crew inside the SHIP ::

Imorst says:
Dak:  Don't tell me you are beginning to believe her!?

Dyadra says:
::frowns::  I do not use the word "lie."  You are distorting.

OPS_Jean says:
:: Forcefields at maximum ::

CO_Pang says:
*CSO/CEO* Progress report on your meeting ...when you have time please ...

Imorst says:
Dyadra:  How about the information in your ship?

CMO_Viper says:
CO: Don't worry about that.  I have a map, if you will, of the symbols all throughout the ship.

Dak says:
Imorst: Are you kidding, I'd like to kill her now.

OPS_Jean says:
::: Scanning the Object ::

Dyadra says:
Imorst:  It is the library I was tasked to protect.  It will support what I say.

CEO_Bolitho says:
*CO*:  ::whispers:: No fatalities to report yet Captain

Imorst says:
Dak:  ~~~~She WILL stand trial first~~~~

OPS_Jean says:
:: Updating power distribution schematics ::

SO_Interim says:
::begins recording the consoles and their initial states ::

CO_Pang says:
CMO/SO:  This ship is active .... extreme care please ...

CSO_Masters says:
Imorst: Are you saying that Dyadra must be punished for escaping suffering?

SO_Interim says:
CO: This appears to be astral navigation , from the symbology ::points to console ::

Dak says:
Imorst: ~~~~These people are not going to give her back to us. I know it.~~~~~

Imorst says:
::stands::  Dyadra/CEO/CSO:  Then how about we go check out this... library?

CMO_Viper says:
CO: Don't worry.  I have basic knowledge of the ships main functions.

Dyadra says:
::looks at Bolitho::  I will turn myself over to them.  They are Ainmiran, and I must trust in justice.

Dyadra says:
Imorst/Dak:  You must at least consider the evidence, which includes the records of the vessel I was found in.

CEO_Bolitho says:
Imorst: I think that is a reasonable suggestion to look at Dyadra' ship ::stands:: Dyadra: I hope it will not come to that

SO_Interim says:
::walks to another console and glances between it and his Padd ::All :  Science

CO_Pang says:
CMO:  I hope so .... because there are angry people around Seleya .... and this is a first contact situation  ..... so you are in charge here ....

Imorst says:
CSO:  Punished yes, but not for simply surviving, for leaving with the very technology that could have saved our world.

CO_Pang says:
SO: What do you have Mr. Interim?

CMO_Viper says:
CO: Has the database been downloaded into our system?

CEO_Bolitho says:
*CO* Captain our negotiation have taken a shift and we’re coming down to the stasis ship along with the two Ainmirans and Dyadra

CSO_Masters says:
Imorst: Please, explain further

CO_Pang says:
CMO: Yes ... this console has everything we know ::points::

OPS_Jean says:
:: Scanning Ainmiran's ships ::

Dyadra says:
Imorst:  You speak of saving your world.  It was saved, or you would not be here.

SO_Interim says:
CO: that is the Equal of our FCO Console , this Science ::walks to another and begins deciphering ::

OPS_Jean says:
:: Scanning Sleeping ship ::

Imorst says:
Dyadra:  Unlike the justice your kind left us, we, the new Ainmirans, use all information brought before us.

OPS_Jean says:
:: scanning internal power grid - Maintaining shields and forcefields ::

Dyadra says:
Imorst:  Then I feel confident that I will be dealt with fairly, and turn myself over to you.

SO_Interim says:
CO: I am not sure if I am reading this correctly ...library ?

Imorst says:
::snorts and looks disgusted at Dyadra::  Dyadra:  Saved!!!   Millions died!!  My family alone was nearly wiped out in the initial impact!

CSO_Masters says:
All: I have just one question

Dak says:
Imorst: This is preposterous, she's making us out to be idiots!!!!!!

CEO_Bolitho says:
Imorst: I strongly suggest we look at the stasis ship first before drawing any final conclusions

CO_Pang says:
::nods at CMO and SO:: CMO/SO: I leave you to your work .... there are a couple of things I must see to ::walks out of the sleepship ready to go to the meeting ... if she only knew what she could do to help the meeting::

Imorst says:
CEO/CSO/Dyadra:  Then it's all settled.  We will be returning with her ship  ::pointing:: to Ainmar.

CSO_Masters says:
All: If Dyadra's sleepship was out here all this time, why haven't you tried to punish her yet?

Imorst says:
Dak:  Idiots or not.  We have what we want.

CEO_Bolitho says:
Imorst: I believe the answers to all your questions will be found in the stasis ship

OPS_Jean says:
:: Compensating temperature increase inside Main cargo Bay ::

Dak says:
Imorst: We can take the ship and her and she can stand trial.

CO_Pang says:
::exits the sleepship, gets out of the containment field (marvelling at what command codes can do) and takes the TL back to the deck where Conference Room 2 is situated::

SO_Interim says:
::walks to another console and begins deciphering :: CMO: I make this as Computer Controls?

Imorst says:
CSO:  We have not found her until now.  Our ships do not travel space as easily as yours!!!  ::looking disgusted at the CSOs words::

Dyadra says:
::waits quietly, knowing her words make no difference::

CSO_Masters says:
Imorst: What punishment do you see fit for this?

OPS_Jean says:
:: On Screen - visual of the 3 Ainmiran ships ::

CMO_Viper says:
SO: Maybe.  I know this one is her database.  ::points at console to the left::

CO_Pang says:
*CSO* How is the meeting going ... I am on my way

Imorst says:
::taps foot at the final approval from the one who seems to be in charge here::

CEO_Bolitho says:
Dyadra: I'm afraid of they have preconceived notions of why your went up into space on your ship, I'm asking you to reconsider your decision about returning with the Ainmirans until we can sort this out!

SO_Interim says:
::nods:: CMO: Yes , but I am trying to find out if the ship was to return to her world and why it failed if it was supposed to do so

CSO_Masters says:
*CO* aye sir

Imorst says:
CSO:  That is not for me to decide.  That is for our justice system, but I doubt there is a punishment to face the crime.

OPS_Jean says:
:: Running level 4 diagnostics on tactical systems ::

CO_Pang says:
::opens the door to Conference Room 2:: All: I think we need to reconvene .... there is more than we knew here!  My apologies for my absence ::smiles::

CMO_Viper says:
SO: Maybe.  I know this one is her database.  ::points at console to the left::

SO_Interim says:
::Finds what may have been at one time a port for a computer hook-up ::

CSO_Masters says:
Imorst: For hundreds of years you have spoken about it and never decided on a punishment?

Dyadra says:
::looks at Bolitho::  Sir:  I have no qualms about going with them.  If they are not interested in the truth, then they are truly no longer my people, and my survival is of no consequence.

Dak says:
Imorst: We could introduce the files as evidence in her trial.

OPS_Jean says:
:: Decoding glyphs - Updating universal translator - Transmitting available data to Starfleet Command for analysis ::

SO_Interim says:
::commits surgery on it to patch in a standard connector ::

CEO_Bolitho says:
Dyadra: But your survival is of importance to us, importantly so

CO_Pang says:
::enters Conference Room 2 and stamps her foot::

Dyadra says:
Bolitho:  I will go with them, if they so insist.

Imorst says:
Dak:  Yes.  That would only be fair Dak.

CO_Pang says:
All: We have new things to discuss ... I apologise to you all for not being here before .... but the sleepship holds the key!

SO_Interim says:
*OPS* I am getting ready to Transmit a connection to the stasis ships computer , recommend a isolated data storage for the data while we analyse the ship's subroutines

Imorst says:
Dyadra:  Let us see what the Captain here has to say.  ::motions to Pang::

CEO_Bolitho says:
Imorst: ::whispers:: I'm afraid Dyadra is under our protection she will not be leaving the ship until we have resolved this matter amicably!

Dak says:
Pang: So we will take the ship and her back with us.

CO_Pang says:
::sits at the chair hastily vacated by someone::

OPS_Jean says:
*SO*: Lieutenant, I'm sending you the updated version of the translation ::Sending updated results to SO's PADD ::

OPS_Jean says:
*SO* : I'm working on the data link and will inform you when it will be ready

CO_Pang says:
Dak: No ... I think there is something more to learn here ... the ship has the key to it .... I want everyone here to come with me to the sleepship

Imorst says:
::waves off Bolitho's comment::

SO_Interim says:
*Ops* Thank you and Will wait on your clearance

Dak says:
Imorst: ~~~~~~I am tired of arguing with these people~~~~~~~~

CEO_Bolitho says:
::nods at the CO suggestion although he did tell them the exactly the same thing 5 minutes ago::

Imorst says:
All:  Well let's not waste any more time.  She needs to stand trial  ::walks out of conference room::

Dak says:
::follows Imorst::

OPS_Jean says:
:: Updating data security protocols - Creating isolated sub directory - Stochastic Encryption procedure in effect - Datalink Secured ::

CO_Pang says:
::the guards outside the conference room prevent Imorst from going anywhere::

OPS_Jean says:
*SO* : You can proceed with the data link

SO_Interim says:
*OPS* Transmitting now

CO_Pang says:
::phaser rifles at the ready::

OPS_Jean says:
:: Receiving - compiling new information  ::

Imorst says:
::sees the guards and looks at the CO disgusted::  CO: I thought we were headed to the Sleep Ship?

CEO_Bolitho says:
CO: Dyadra is giving her self up to these Ainmirans, I have tried to suggest alternatives but they have preconceived notions that she is already guilty

CMO_Viper says:
::just happens to pick up thoughts of Dyadra and Ainmirans again::

Dak says:
Pang: So now we are your prisoners ::the hate swelling in him ::

OPS_Jean says:
*SO*: I'm receiving the data but the computer don't seem to interpret them correctly. Please can you verify data integrity.

Imorst says:
Dak:  There obviously can't be a peaceful resolution here then.

CO_Pang says:
Imorst: Calm down please .... we will go ... but under escort .... I am as much your prisoner as you are mine ::gestures to the Security Crew to stand back while she leads the delegation to the TL::

Dak says:
Imorst: Apparently not.

Imorst says:
::rushes out behind the CO, anxious to end this::

Dyadra says:
::stands and waits to proceed with the group::

OPS_Jean says:
:: Compiling data ::

CMO_Viper says:
SO: Is something wrong?

Dak says:
::following the group::

Dyadra says:
ACTION:  A data burst is activated from the sleeper ship, triggered by all the button pushing, directed toward the nearest planet

CEO_Bolitho says:
::follows the Captain:: Imorst: We will resolve this before you depart, have you not heard of innocent until proven guilty

SO_Interim says:
CMO: I think I Need to toggle this button to transmit the data, do you concur ?

CMO_Viper says:
SO: Who, what just happened?

Dak says:
Imorst: ~~~~~~~~i wish someone would shut him up ~~~~~~~~~

OPS_Jean says:
*SO* : we have reached 2 kiloquads of data, can you estimate the size of that database ?

SO_Interim says:
CMO: seems it unlocked a sub routine  ::frowns::

CEO_Bolitho says:
::growls at Dak who is looking rather unfriendly at him::

Dyadra says:
ACTION:  A flurry of communications are detected between the planet surface and the Ainmiran ships

OPS_Jean says:
:: Receiving data from the probe - Power surge detected ::

Imorst says:
CEO: Have your people not been so sure of people out of your planet’s history too?  War leaders during great wars or such?

OPS_Jean says:
:: noticing telecommunications ::

OPS_Jean says:
:: Intercepting telecommunications - decoding ::

Imorst says:
Dak: ~~~~ We'll just be putting up with him for another short while, then we'll be gone~~~~

Dyadra says:
<Ainmiran vessel>  COM:  Imorst/Dak:  We're receiving word that a power generation source has been detected on the planet.

CEO_Bolitho says:
Imorst: Yes they have often turned out to be monsters, we have learnt from our past. I wouldn't want you to make the same mistake

Imorst says:
COM: Ainmiran Vessel:  Of what kind!?

Dak says:
::looks at Imorst confused::

Imorst says:
::looks at Dak... equally confused::

Dyadra says:
<Ainmiran vessel>  COM:  Imorst/Dak:  Undetermined; power source, isolated to a point in the southern hemisphere.

OPS_Jean says:
*CEO*: Sir, situation has developed on the planet. I think you should come take a look.

Imorst says:
COM: Ainmaran Vessel:  Any further word on what is happening down there?

Dak says:
Imorst: What is going on down there?

OPS_Jean says:
:: establishing exact location of the power source ::

CEO_Bolitho says:
*OPS* acknowledged CO: with your permission Captain

Imorst says:
Dak:  I don't know?  ::starts to look worried::

CO_Pang says:
CEO: Of course

Dyadra says:
<Ainmiran vessel>  COM:  Imorst:  Will keep you posted; surface personnel are investigating...

Dak says:
Imorst: I need to get back to my ship so I can investigate.

OPS_Jean says:
:: 3 km below the surface ::

CEO_Bolitho says:
nods politely to the two Ainmirans and heads off in the direction of the nearest TL::

Dyadra says:
::overhears Imorst's comms with the ships::

OPS_Jean says:
:: Sending instructions to the Probe - Scanning the power generation source ::

SO_Interim says:
::examines controls to understand what happened ::

Imorst says:
Dak:  Our people on the surface have the best chance of that.  Besides, what if it's lethal?

CEO_Bolitho says:
TL: bridge

CMO_Viper says:
SO: Do you know what happened yet?

Dak says:
Imorst: Good point.

OPS_Jean says:
*SO* : we have reached 4 kiloquads of data

OPS_Jean says:
:: Scanning internal power grid ::

CEO_Bolitho says:
::arrives on the bridge:: OPS report!

SO_Interim says:
*OPS* It is nearly done

Imorst says:
::turns to Dyadra::  Dyadra:  ::speaks softly::  do you know what is going on?

Dyadra says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Dyadra says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Dyadra says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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